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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which signature engine would you choose to filter for the regex [aA][tT][tT][aA][cC][kK] in the
URI field of the HTTP
header?
A. service HTTP
B. string TCP
C. ATOMIC IP
D. AIC HTTP
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: https://supportforums.cisco.com/blog/149481/introduction-regular-expressions-ips

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are three valid objects to place in a vApp? (Choose three.)
A. Folders
B. Hosts
C. vApps
D. Resource pools
E. Virtual machines
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere50/index.jsp?topic=/com.vmware.vsphere.vcenterhost.doc_5
0/GUID-3B5AF2B1-C5344426-B97A-D14019A8010F.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify two valid WebSocket message types for which you can register handlers. (Choose two.)
A. Pong Message
B. Error Message
C. Ping Message
D. Binary Message

Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/javaee/7/api/javax/websocket/Session.html
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